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About This Game

Shred! is created entirely by just one guy with a severe mountain bike and video game addiction...Just like the real thing, the
action is fast paced and utterly relentless from start to finish! With over 30 courses to ride and two Bike Parks, you can rest

assured that every inch of trail is carefully designed to keep you on the absolute ragged edge!
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AAA rendering effects and massive increase in visual fidelity over mobile versions!

NEW - First person camera angle takes intensity to a new level!

"Flowy" level design makes for an authentic, fun and very satisfying game-play experience!

Over 30 gnarly trails inspired by real world locations, events and famous video segments!

Compete in Downhill, Enduro and Freeride events!

Realistic bike and character physics!

Xbox Gamepad support!

Cinematic & dynamic camera angles!

Fun, bonus levels inspired by Mountain Bike culture!

Brutal crashes!

Made by a Mountain Biker for Mountain Bikers (and everyone else too)!
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Title: Shred! Downhill Mountain Biking
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
ASBO Interactive
Publisher:
ASBO Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core Intel

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Direct X9 compatible on board graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Includes graphical options to increase compatibility on some on-board Intel based chipsets and older
graphics hardware

English
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Man, I remember this game... Back when I was in middle\/high school, picked this up at a Big Lots' bargain bin sale. Thing
looked old, but I figured "why the hell not?".

It's a fun little game with an interesting feature: You fight with your buildings, not soldiers.

You become more powerful by expanding your base, setting Energy Collectors to boost the amount of energy you have to spend
each turn, which allows you to perform more actions, such as launching more buildings and attacks.

The base is expanded by launching structures from a "Hub", which is the primary building for attacking and expanding the base.
The hub can launch other hubs for further expansion, or set defensive buildings like forcefield generators and anti-air missile
bases. And, of course, they can launch energy collectors for collecting energy. The Hub can also launch attacks against other
buildings by launching a variety of ranged attacks, such as regular bombs, scatterbombs, missiles, and even a virus! The Hub can
also launch a special "offensive" building which can only launch attacks, but at a far greater distance than the regular Hub.

This game also has a unique feature where all the bases are connected to each other by Power Cords. The power cord shows not
only which bases are connected, but which hubs are supplying them power (aka which hubs they were launched from). If you
destroy a hub that is supplying power to other buildings, those other buildings are also destroyed.

All in all, this game is fun. My favorite attack is the Energy Spike. You can hit cords and attack the two buildings on both ends
of it!. Many years ago I got this game in some kind of bundle. The game looks weird which isn't a bad thing but I didn't know
what to do. Now after all those years I wanted to try this game one more time to see if this was really that weird. Sadly, the game
is no longer playable. When trying to open the game, you will get redirected to another Meridian4 (dev) game called "R.I.P.".
Besides I'm pretty sure the game is not even being sold on Steam anymore, but that's no real loss.

P.S. I did not spend this many hours into this game, the game got stuck in the background.. QOP is a great little game! I finished
it under 2 hours. It's a lovely simple puzzle game that offers a small challenge, so should definitely be in the casual category.

Some of the levels have a lot of stuff going on, and complexity comes from the number of options of routes you can take
through the level. Most of the levels can be solved in under two minutes, and some can take over ten.

. Fix your god damn game, yes it is good, but the bugs are what makes it utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i have
experienced one bug that makes leaving the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing scenes impossible, i mean jesus christ, FIX IT. also
add a feature that adds the option to autosave, because that bug where i can't leave the scenes means i have to exit the game and
lose hours of progress, fix it, the game is good and looks like it will be highly liked, but people can't enjoy it when you don't
properly patch game breaking bugs like this. this has truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off. not to
mention that models within buildings also tend to screw up. the following screenshot is not only of that game breaking bug but
also of the models screwing up.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/AttackHelicopterLivesMatter\/screenshot\/796487543254146835

until this game is fixed i do not suggest playing it, all of your hard work will go to waste until these devs do something.. Been
wanting to play this for a while and picked it up after it got Oculus support. I went in with low expectations, and by the time I
finished it I was pretty happy with it. The puzzles have a lot of depth and make you feel accomplished when you figure them
out. I don't see what everyone's complaining about though, the game works perfectly fine. Sure it's not the most polished game
and the controls take a little getting used to but it at least tried to do something innovative and unique.. Honestly thing game
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looks a little rough, cool but rough... but it has a lot of potential. The developer has told me he plans to add a lot of cool stuff
and content within the next weeks and months. I urge you to play the game, believe in it and if it gets a lot of people playing
single... or multiplayer.. and this game will be successful. theres still some kinks that need working out... but its definitely
something to try!. MUCH shorter than the first!
 I was surprised, but it was obvious that the developers ran out of plot twists or maybe employees?
In any case, if one was to play straight through, it would only take around 1 1\/2 to 2 hours. I took frequent breaks and took my
time as well...
(The first game was about twice in length, and felt more satisfying and indeed , more challenging. )
I enjoyed,"The Perfect Murder" but felt so much more was probably intended, both in game play and plot.
 It wrapped up
in an abrupt manner too....
So approach with caution.... Seems designed to be a lackluster mmorpg, but single player. Heavy reliance on fetch quests and
"kill X of specific enemy" quotas, lots of running back and forth from quest givers. Slow, awkward, and kind of boring for an
MMO, it's downright terrible for a single player.
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The more and more this game progress, The more I think features will be missing from the game. Also Cosmetic dlc on release..
Brilliant addition to the game. Highly recommend it to anyone. Totally lacking any updates or meaningful improvements. Its
been the same for 6 months.. Wouldn't play this if it was free. Absolute garbage, no updates, and unbelievably broken English
found everywhere from the updates to the "Machiene Gunner".. More people should be playing this fast and fun game.. Just
when you thought drawing was easy, along comes Drawful 2. Made a mistake? Tough, good luck trying to turn that mistake into
a part of the picture. Given some bread an arm? Haven't we all been there. Good at mind reading and know what your friends
are thinking? Think again because they draw just as badly as you do. Did you draw something which is perfect for your
suggestion? Well prepare yourself for some nonsensical answers.

All in all a fantastic game of friendship and overcoming adversity.. Character design is not too superb but hey so is my face.. Its
good.
Got me scared sometimes, and made me jump a couple of times too >.<

6.5/10. This game feels sorta feel slow paced. Best VN ever!!!!
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